The network environment is presently becoming very increased. Accordingly, the study of traffic classification for network management is becoming difficult. Automatic signature extraction system is a hot topic in the field of traffic classification research. However, existing automatic payload signature generation systems suffer problems such as semi-automatic system, generating of disposable signatures, generating of false-positive signatures and signatures are not kept up to date. Therefore, we provide a fully automatic signature update system that automatically performs all the processes, such as traffic collection, signature generation, signature management and signature verification. The step of traffic collection automatically collects ground-truth traffic through the traffic measurement agent (TMA) and traffic management server (TMS). The step of signature management removes unnecessary signatures. The step of signature generation generates new signatures. Finally, the step of signature verification removes the false-positive signatures. The proposed system can solve the problems of existing systems. The result of this system to a campus network showed that, in the case of four applications, high recall values and low false-positive rates can be maintained.
Introduction
In the network management field, traffic analysis is becoming increasingly important. Network traffic has a wide variety of forms as a result of the expansion of the network environment. Optimally efficient usage of network resources and the provision of smooth services to network users are the goals of network management. For achieving these goals, the most important element is network monitoring. Network monitoring consists of determining the traffic amount of a specific application and establishing a management policy that is suitable for it. In network monitoring, traffic classification is essential for providing a high quality of service to a user and ensuring that a high quality of service is received from a network provider, while minimizing network resources required. A signature is an essential feature in the traffic classification precess. It is used to classify traffic through the application that generates it. Obviously, a wide range of signatures exist, which can be classified according to the characteristics of the traffic [1, 2] .
In this paper, we focus on payload signatures in various levels. The payload signature is a unique and continuous substring within the traffic payload generated by the same application. However, to generate the payload signature, a considerable amount of time and money is required. Most existing methods use similar means to generate the payload signature. First, a manager gathers the traffic of an application to extract the signature, and then, the user finds the substring that commonly occurs by comparing the contents of the payloads. After its extraction the common substring can uniquely be used to verify an application. Depending on the extraction operator, there can be a difference in the quality of the signature, which leads to disadvantages in terms of signature objectivity. Finally, since the signature extraction operation consumes time and necessitates frequent operations, it is either difficult or impossible to update the signatures of all the applications.
To solve these problems, the studies of automatic payload signature generation have been conducted [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Most of these studies used a method of automatically extracting common substrings from payload in packets. However, these studies suffered limitations. First, when generating the signatures, the user must collect the application traffic directly. Second, disposable signatures can be generated because short-term traffic is collected and used. The signature set must be able to detect all functions of the application and it cannot be assumed that a signature extracted in a short time period can achieve this. Third, without the step of verification, some of the extracted signatures may be false-positive signatures. Finally, the signatures that are kept cannot always be the most recent ones. Because traffic patterns cannot be perceived to change, it is difficult to respond immediately unless the system create an environment that can be done in real-time.
We propose a automated signature update system that overcomes these limitations. The proposed system consists of the steps of traffic collection, signature management, generation, and verification. The limitations of the existing system can be overcome through each step. It compares the traffic data with the log data that are collected from the traffic measurement agent (TMA) for automatically collected ground-truth traffic [14] . Through this method, it is possible to extract only continuous signatures because temporary signatures are screened by the management process. A continuous signature can continuously detect traffic whereas a temporary signature can only temporarily detect traffic. As low accuracy signatures are removed in the verification process, only those signatures that have high accuracy are extracted. Finally, because the proposed system operates in real time, it is possible to response immediately to changes in traffic patterns. In Section 2, we review the related work in the areas of automatic signature generation and traffic classification. In Section 3, we propose a automatic signature update system. We evaluate the proposed system in Section 4 and finally present the conclusion and future work in Section 5.
Related Work
As mentioned in Section 1, signatures for traffic classification are presented in a variety of forms according to the traffic characteristics. First, signatures based on port numbers analyze the traffic by using the port number provided by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA). Second, signatures based on statistical information analyze the traffic by using statistical information, such as the size, location, and time of traffic. Signatures based on the payload analyze the traffic by using the payload of a packet in the data part. Table 1 shows the properties and disadvantages of the signatures according to their type. Signatures based on port numbers analyze traffic at high speed using a relatively small amount of memory. However, many applications use random port numbers for passing the firewall and IPS equipment, and therefore signatures based on port numbers are meaningless. A signature based on statistical information is a fast method for analyzing encrypted traffic. However, this method has difficulty generating signatures, is limit for some applications and suffers a lack of accuracy.
The payload signature can classify the traffic most accurately. Therefore, in this study we address signatures based on the payload. The payload signature is a common substring in the payload of a packet. Although this signature is the most accurate, its extraction process is difficult. The proposed automatic payload signature generation method solves these problems. It uses various algorithms such as the longest common string(LCS) algorithm, the Smith-Waterman algorithm, and Autosig. The most recent research on automatic payload signature generation is a study in which a sequential pattern mining algorithm was used [12] [13] .
LCS-based application signature extraction(LASER) is a typical method for modifying the LCS algorithm that extracts the signature in application traffic [3] . This method finds a common sequence string by using backtracking matrix and comparing two strings. This comparision in the extraction process is very time consuming.
The Smith-Waterman algorithm was originally proposed for the purpose of determining the degree of similarity of the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) [4] . It has, however, been used as an automatic signature generation method. The method can find the set of common substrings. However, its disadvantages are similar to those of the LASER method.
The Autosig system can resolve the disadvantages mentioned above [19] . It requires pre-processing in the order of the traffic flow and grouping for adopting actual traffic by comparing two strings and post-processing for integrating the resulting substrings in a rule. The AprioriAll algorithm selects only the likely common substring that can be a signature. The candidate strings are increased from length-1 to length-k. There is no need for pre-processing and post-processing, and the time consumed is not excessive. Thus, in this system, a signature is extracted by using the AprioriAll algorithm in the signature generation step.
Existing methods still have shared limitations. First, the user should collect the traffic of each application manually. Second, the extracted signatures can include disposable signatures. Third, since no verification process is performed, the extraction of the signatures is certain to involve high false-positive rates. Finally, that the most recent signature is kept is a disadvantage. In this paper, we propose a fully automatic signature generation system that includes the collection of traffic, signature management, signature generation, and signature verification.
Fully Automatic Payload Signature Update System
In this section, our proposed fully automatic payload signature update system is described. The proposed system automatically collects traffic and generates, manages and verifies signatures. We also describe the mechanism of each process in every step. Fig. 1 , shows the process of the fully automatic payload signature update system. GT Traffic Generator generates the ground-truth traffic using the traffic data and log data. The ground-truth traffic means the pure traffic of a particular application. GT Traffic Generator can collect traffic from each application as the log data containing the process name. Signature Manager separates the unanlyzed traffic by matching the entire ground-truth traffic with the existing signatures. In this step, unused signatures are deleted from the existing signatures. If the unused signatures are deleted, the system can be overloaded. Signature Generator outputs new signatures entering un-identified traffics. Therefore, Signature Manager is the role to manage existing signatures, and Signature Generator is the role to create new signatures. The new signatures with a high false-positive rate are deleted through Signature Verifier.
GT Traffic Generator: Automatically Collecting the Ground-Truth Traffic
One major limitation of the methods developed in current studies traffic is collected manually. Although the GT traffic generator automatically collects the ground-truth traffic from each application. Most existing systems may collect inaccurate traffic at this stage. The proposed system uses the TMA for generating the ground-truth traffic [18] . The TMA is a program that periodically collects socket information of processes running on its host and provides it to specified server(TMS) with process path information. The TMA is installed on each host leaving the log data. Table 2 shows the information included in the log data from the TMA. The TMA sends the information shown in Table 2 to the TMS at each host every 1 min. Then, the information obtained from the TMA of each host is integrated by the TMS. The GT traffic generator matches the traffic data and the TMA log data. This generates the ground-truth traffic for each application by matching at the time and a 5-tuple(srcIP/Port, dstIP/Port, Protocol). Twenty-four stored traffic files are collected per 1 hour. In this paper, we performed experiments on the four most frequently used applications: AfreecaTV (a video streaming service), uTorrent (a file sharing service), Kakaotalk (a messenger service) and Facebook (social network service).
Signature Management: Traffic Classification and Signature Management
The signature is generated using the collected ground-truth traffic. However, this method leads to a high system overload and is very time consuming as it consistently generates the same signatures of a same application. Furthermore, the management method must be applied to the unused signatures that exist among the signatures. The signature management stage manages the signatures by classifying unidentified traffic and deleting unused signatures. Fig. 2 shows the process of unidentified traffic classification and signature management. In Fig. 3 , "F" represents a flow. In the case of application X, flows 1, 5, and 7 are classified according to signatures 1 and 2. This method decreases the system overload as compared to the existing methods, as it does not consistently generate signatures. We need not only to generate new signatures but also to delete unused signatures for maintaining recent signatures. If this process is omitted, signatures will accrue and cause system overload, which results in excessive time consumption in the traffic analysis. Therefore, the proposed system deletes unused signatures. Equation 1 shows the configuration of a signature.
The signature consists of the header information, the content, and the score. The header information consists of source IP address, destination IP address, source port, destination port and L4 protocol. The content is the substring of applicaion's payload. Score is used to remove disposable signatures. Score indicates the number used in analysis. Score has an initial value of 1 with the signature generation. The signature was not used in the analysis are reduced by 1 point, and the signature used in the analysis are increased by 1 point. If the score is 0, the signature is removed. The reason for using the score in this system is to maintain the normal signatures and to remove the disposable signatures.
There are two cases in terms of the signatures being removed.The first case is a disposable signature generated by traffic that occurs only at a specific time. For example, disposable signatures include date and time keywords. The second case is a signature that is normal but does not occur in input traffic data. We use points because these signatures should not deleted. Finally, at this stage, disposable signatures are removed and unanalyzed traffic is classified. 
Signature Generator: Automatic Signature Generation
The system automatically extracts signatures using a sequential pattern algorithm (AprioriAll) [15] . In this process, the system extracts the payload of the traffic and generates the sequences. In the generated sequences, the content signatures of length 1 consisting of alphabetic characters is generated. From the extracted length-1 content signatures unwanted content parts are deleted and thus length-2 content signatures are created. The process continues to length-k, when no more content signatures of a longer lengths can be generated from the extracted common strings. There are three types of signatures as shown in Fig. 3 .
First, the content signature is a continuous and common string. Second, The second type is the packet signature. The packet signature is generated by a combination of content signatures from the same packet. The third type is the flow signature. The flow signature is generated by a combination of packet signatures from the same flow. In the step of content signature extraction, minimum support is given to a set of sequences and the sequences with a value higher than the minimum support is extracted. Thus, the output content set is a continuous strings that are frequently generated in the entered sequences.
This signature extraction method with Apriori algorithm increases lengh-k while removing content that is not satisfied with minimum support. This process is repeated until the length is no longer increased. The increased length of the content is completed by checking the inclusion relationship of the the sub-contents that completed the content and deleting the sub-contents when they are fully involved. Finally, the set of generated content sequences is passed to the subsequent packet signature extraction stage. This step is very similar to the content signature extraction stage. The content signature extraction process proceeds with the payload of packets in a conetnt sequence, but the packet signature extraction process proceeds with a packet sequence consisting of a combination of content signatures. Fig. 4 shows the packet sequences extraction stage. As Fig. 5 shows packet sequences are composed and packet signatures are extracted. The packet signature extraction stage increases the signatures' length from length-1 to length-k, which is a process similar to the content signature extraction process. In the packet signature extraction stage, length-1 candidates are the extracted content signatures. The packet signature is a combination of the content signatures existing in the same packet. Fig. 6 shows the packet signature extraction process. Similarly to the packet signature extraction process shown in Fig. 5 , content signatures occurring in the same packets are extracted and the process iterates until no more extraction is possible. When the packet signatures are extracted the inclusion relation is checked, in which step the included content signature subsets are deleted. Finally, the extracted packet signature set is passed on to the flow level signature extraction stage.
In the flow and packet signature extraction process, if the content signatures were used for packet signature composition, the flow signature uses packet sequences to compose their sequences. Therefore, the flow signatures refer to the packet signatures existing in the same flow. Fig. 6 shows the extraction of the flow sequences. This Fig. also shows the flow sequences composition and flow signatures extraction processes. From the previous stage, the flow signatures are generated by using the extracted packet set signatures occurring in the same flow. The process iterates until it obtains the longest length-k signature, at which point no more possible longer length signatures can be generated. After the flow signatures are generated, the inclusion relation is checked and the packet signatures are deleted. Finally, in the flow signature set, the extracted content, packet and flow signatures are retained after the subset deletion process is completed.
As indicated below, traffic classifcation requries packet siganature and flow signature as well as content signature, a common strings. Because if traffic is classified just by content signatures, then coverage is high while the false-positive rate is also high. In comparison, packet signatures are more accurate than content signatures by increasing conditions because they consist of several content signatures. In this paper, it is not only packet signatures, but also flow signature is generated, generating flow signatures more accurate than packet signatures. Through this process, the false-positive rate is signigicantly reduced in signature generation.
Fig. 6. Flow Sequence Extraction

Signature Verifier: Verification of Signatures
The proposed system includes a verification step for extracted signatures in the process. This system generates flow signatures with low false-positive rate. This step is essential, because a flow signature may include possible false-positives. The signature loses its meaning at the moment of classification of any application, not a specific application. The signature verification is aimed at signatures analyzing other applications that is, false-positive signatures. Signatures that are not false-positive are included in the final signature. In the verification process, the system will use the false-positive value. True-Positive(TP) is the value that analyzes and identifies an application A from a signature A. False-Negative(FN) is the value that does not analyze and identify an application A from a signature A. False-Positive(FP) is the value that analyzes and identifies an application from a signature A. True-Negative(TN) is the value that does not analyze and identify different applications from a signature A. F-measure is a formula that can measure both the precision value and the recall value at the same. When using F-measure, users can determine the importance of precision and recall. The more weight add to the precision, the lower the value is than 1, and the value of the F-measure depends on the precision value. The more weight add to the recall, the higher the value is than 1, and the value of F-measure depends on the recall value. If two values are weighted equally, the value will be 1. In this paper, a fixed value of 0.1 was used for in F-measure. This is because the signature is accurate when the precision value is high. Equation 6 represents the expression of the F-measure. F-measure has a maximum of 1 and minimum of 0. In this paper, only signatures with F-measure values greater than or equal to 0.95 will be used as the end. Through the proposed method the signature is updated continuously, and an unused signature is removed and a new signature is extracted. A new signature maintains high accuracy during the verification process. Fig. 7 . The effects expected to be performed on a proposed system continuously Fig. 7 illustrates the effects when the proposed system is continuously operated. If the automatic payload signature updates system is continuously operated on one application, it will accumulate only normal signatures, as shown in Fig. 8 . By means of the signature manager, we use the cumulative score to remove disposable signatures. The signature generator also extracts three types of signatures: normal signatures that are not disposable and can be used to analyze only particular applications, disposable signatures that apply only to one-time traffic, and false-positive signatures. However, false-positive signatures are removed at the signature verification stage. In addition, disposable signatures are deleted at the signature management step in the next cycle.
Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the fully automated payload signature generation system. We chose the four most frequently used applications for experimentation and for evaluation of the system using automatically collected traffic. We collected ground-truth traffic after installing the TMA on eight hosts using traffic from these eight hosts and TMA log data. The four applications were AfreecaTV to represent video and broadcast services, Facebook to represent social network services, Kakaotalk to represent messaging services, and uTorrent to represent file sharing and transfer services.
We grouped the collected traffic into three types: the initial traffic in order to extract the signatures of the year 2015, the updated traffic for the system cycle, and the evaluation traffic. The reason for using the 2015 traffic was to evaluate the importance of maintaining up-to-date signatures by analysis and comparison with the traffic of this year. Table 3 shows the information about the traffic collected in 2015. Table 4 shows the traffic trace information for the signature updates. This traffic is generated by matching the log data of the TMA for four days in the ground-truth traffic generation stage. In addition, new signatures are generated at the signature generation stage by creating a set of combined signatures. Finally, we define the final signatures of the signature set after deleting the false-positive signatures in the signature verification stage. The verified final signatures are used as original input signatures in the next cycle of the system. Table 5 shows the recall values and the false-positive rates of the signatures according to the respective application-specific system process. In Table 5 Table 6 . Recall values and false-positive rate when the F-measure is not used Autosig enters the collected ground-truth traffic in the signature generation module and extracts the new signatures. Therefore, it is the same as the proposed system without the deletion of unused and false-positive signatures. As compared to the proposed system, the Autosig system has a greater number of signatures and produces a greater number of false-positives. Moreover, Autosig cannot easily immediately update the signatures when the application traffic pattern changes because it conducts the operation only once without repeatition.
In the final experiment, the signatures were verified by using the F-measure in the signature verification stage [16] . We identified a significant difference according to whether an F-measure value was or was not used. The reason for using the F-measure value was to maintain the significant effect on the recall value without deleting small number of false-positive signatures. The experiment was conducted on Kakaotalk. Tables 6 and 7 show the difference. Table 6 shows the results of deleting all false-positive signatures, whereas. Table 7 shows the results of maintaining a signature with a 20% recall value and with a 0.08% false-positive rate using the F-measure. New signatures significantly affect the recall value, but there is a possibility of false-positives. If the signature has a 0% false-positive rate without using the F-measure value, then a decrease in the recall value is seen. However, the results of this experiment confirmed that the recall value can be maintained by using the proposed F-measure.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed an automatic system that performs ground-truth traffic collection, signature management, signature generation and signature verification. This system resolves the problems of the existing systems in which traffic is collected manually or semi-automatically. In addition, the limitation caused by the extraction of disposable signatures was solved by selecting only the signatures used in the signature management. The problem of the extraction of false-positive signatures was resolved in the signature verification stage. In this study, the proposed system accumulated only normal signatures and deleted disposable and false-positive signatures. Finally, the system increased the recall values and decreased the false-positive rates as the number of execution times increased.
In future work, we will adopt other methods of collecting ground-truth traffic that are different from using the TMA and TMS, because to allow the TMA method to classify ground-truth traffic, it is necessary to install a TMA to install to each host. We also plan to apply more optimized algorithms to improve the speed of the current system.
